In this work, the mass spectra of the bound states of heavy quarks ̅ ̅ are studied within the frame work of nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation. First, we solve Schrödinger's equation with a general polynomial potential form by Nikiforov-Uvarov (NU) method. The energy eigenvalues for any L-value are presented for a specific potential. The results obtained are in good agreement with the experimental data and are better than previous theoretical studies.
1-Introduction
The study of quarkonium systems provides a good understating for the quantitative description of quantum chromodynamic (QCD) theory, the standard model and particle physics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The properties of quarkonium with a heavy quark and antiquark interaction are well described by Schrödinger's equation. The solution of this equation with a spherically -symmetric potentials is one of the most important problems in quarkonium systems [8] [9] [10] [11] . These potentials should take into account the two important features of the strong interaction, namely, asymptotic freedom and quark confinement [2-6].
In the present work an interaction potential of the quark-antiquark system is taken in a first step as a general polynomial potential to get the general eigenvalue equation. In the next step, we chose a specific potential according to the physical properties of the system. Several methods are used to solve the Schrodinger equation. One of them is the NikiforovUvarov (NU) method, which gives asymptotic expressions for the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the Schrödinger equation. Hence one can calculate the energy Eigen states for the spectrum of the quarkonium systems [12-14]. The paper is organized as follows: In Section (2), the Nikiforov-Uvarov (NU) method is briefly explained. In Section (3), the Schrödinger equation with a general polynomial potential form is solved by the Nikiforov-Uvarov (NU) method. In Section (4), results and discussion are presented. In Section (5), the conclusion is given.
2-The Nikiforov-Uvarov (NU) Method [12-14]
The Nikiforov-Uvarov (NU) method is based on solving the hypergeometric-type secondorder differential equation.
Where ( ) and ̃( ) are second-degree polynomials, ( ) is a first-degree polynomial and ψ(s) is a function of the hypergeometric-type. By taking ( ) ( ) ( ) and substituting in equation (1), we get
Where both, ( ) and ( ) are polynomials of degree at most one.
An algebraic transformation from equation (1) to equation (8) 
If one substitutes from equation (9) in equation (7) and solve the quadratic equation
The possible solutions for ( )depend on the parameter according to the plus and minus signs of ( ) [13] . Since π(s) is a polynomial of degree at most one, so the expression under the square root has to be the square of a polynomial. In this case, an equation of the quadratic form is available for the constant . To determine the parameter one must set the discriminant of this quadratic expression to be equal to zero. After determining the values of one can find the values of ( ) ( ). Applying the same systematic way for equation (10) , we get
Where is the principle quantum number. By comparing equations (12) and (14), we get the energy eigenvalues equation.
3-The Schrödinger Equation with a general polynomial potential
The radial Schrödinger equation of a quark and antiquark system is
We will use a generalized polynomial potential
By substituting in equation (15), we get
y Substituting in equation (17), we get
We propose the following approximation scheme on the term ( ) . Let us assume that there is a characteristic radius (residual radius) of the quark and antiquark system (this shift in the value is due to the fact that there is a smallest distance between the two quarks where they cannot collide with each other). This scheme is based on the expansion of ( ) in a power series around , i.e. around
in the x-space, up to the second order. So that the dependent term, preserves the original form of equation (20) . This is similar to Pekeris approximation, which helps to deform the centrifugal potential such that the modified potential can be solved by The Nikiforov-Uvarov (NU) method. Setting ( ) and around (the singularity), one can expand into a power series as
By substituting from equation (22) in equation (20) and dividing by where and arrange this equation, we get
Hence, Equation (23) (25), and taking the negative value of ( ), for bound state solutions.one finds that the solution is in agreement with the free hydrogen atom spectrum, because of the Coulomb term
Hence, by substituting in equation (4), we get
Hence, by substituting in equation (12), we get
Using equation (14), we obtain
Equalizing equations (28) and (29), we get
By substituting the values of ( ) in equation (30), we get 
Application for a specific potential
Now, we take the potential in the following form.
( )
The first term is the Coulomb potential, because the two quarks are charged. The second term is the linear term in means that ( ) continues growing as . It is this linear term that leads to quark confinement. One of the striking properties of QCD asymptotic freedom is that the interaction strength between quarks becomes smaller as the distance between them gets shorter. The third term is a harmonic term and the fourth is an anharmonic term and they are responsible also for quark confinement. 
4-Results and Discussion
In this section, we will calculate the spectra of the bound states of heavy quarks such as charmonium, bottomonium and . For determining the mass spectra in three dimensions, we use the following relation. Comparing our theoretical work with the experimental data, we found in tables (1) and (2) that the maximum errors are 0.07401% and 0.07918 respectively and in table (3), the error is -0.0002098 .These may be due to errors in the measurements of the device. The spin can also be taken into account if one uses relativistic corrections and the appropriate relativistic Schrödinger equation. Our results are shown in tables (1), (2) and (3). With a comparison between our results and those obtained using other potentials in previous calculation in the literature. In the charmonium system, the maximum distance where a quark and antiquark can approach to each other is . And similarly in the case of the bottomonium system and system, the value of respectively. The positive and negative signs of the coefficient of the harmonic potential refer to the direction of motion of the oscillation. The negative sign of the coefficient of the Coulomb potential refers to the charge of two quarks but the positive sign refers to the existence of another negative contribution to it. The positive and negative signs of the coefficient of the anharmonic potential give a correction to the linear potential. 
5-Conclusion
The mass spectra of the quarkonia (charmonium, bottomonium and the ) using our potential were studied within the framework of the nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation by using the Nikiforov-Uvarov (NU) method. In reference (18) , the authors used an iteration method and the same potential when . It is found that, adding the anharmonic potential gives a good accuracy and our work is comparable with them. In reference (19) , the authors used also the same potential when . We found that our work gives better results in comparison with their work. In references (20 and 21) , the authors used the same method and the same potential when . We noticed that our work is in better agreement with the experimental data. In reference (22) , the authors used the Cornell potential only and used the same method, we found that their results are comparable with our work. In reference (23) , the authors used the same potential when and the same method we used here. We found that our work is comparable with them. In references (15-17 and 22) for the Mass spectra of , there is no enough experimental data to compare with. In conclusion, comparing with the experimental data, we found that our results are better than those given by previous theoretical estimates.
